Welcome to the MIT Museum!

There are two floors of galleries; the stairs to the second floor and wheelchair lift are located to the right of the admissions desk.

Restrooms are located on the first and second floors. Changing tables for babies are available in the second floor rest rooms. Please feel free to use the coat closets located on the first and second floor. Lockers are available on the first floor to the left of the admissions desk.

Photography
You may take still photographs in the museum; however, still photography is permitted for personal use only.

Personal use does not include posting of photographs on publicly accessible web sites. Reproduction on any public media is an infringement of the creator’s copyright, under copyright law of the United States, Title 17.

Video filming is not permitted with still or movie cameras.

Please sign up to receive information about the MIT Museum at the front desk or on our web site.

web.mit.edu/museum